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“He is surely happy (eudaimon) who, learning the
celestial configuration of his birth, and hence
recognizing his personal daimon, is enabled to
neutralise by sacrifices the power of fate.”

-Porphry, Letter to Anebo

Our Journey
• The idea of the Daemon/Daimon in ancient times.
• Daemonic places and things
• What the Daemon might or might not mean in
astrology
• The experience of the Daemonic through
geometry and methodology.
• Re-positioning our relationship to the Daemonic
and our Daemon through the wisdom of astrology.
• Various ways to calculate and contemplate your
Daemon using your chart

My Journey
• Obsessed with psychometrics.
• Your IQ can’t measure your genius.
• Richard Wright’s Cross Damon from The
Outsider.
• Learning the Soul’s Code a la James Hillman.

The Myth of Er
A story from Plato's Republic
Ten days after he was slain yet without apparent decay
on a battlefield, Er, an ancient Greek soldier, is placed on
a funeral pyre. He wakes up and recounts his journey
into the afterlife and its operations.
In the afterlife, Er describes how lots are cast for people
for the order in which they can select their next lives.
They can choose from a vast sample of lives. As they
choose their lives, wisely or foolishly, then Lachesis, one
of the Fates, selects the genius or daimon to accompany
them as a guide, guardian of their lives and the fulfiller
of their choice.
Er also narrates how various souls chose either well or
poorly and what perhaps led them to do so according to
their past lives and an intermediate place they resided
before facing the prospect of returning to our world.

The Genius of Rome
• From *PIE gen(e) for give birth, beget
• Said to be “guardian deity or spirit which
watches over each person from birth; spirit,
incarnation; wit, talent”
• Yet, the term is also extended to a sense of
place.

• A variety of Evolutionary psychologists have increasingly
become convinced that the formulation of gods started
with ancestor worship & attachment to the “spirit of a
place”—also known as the genius loci.
• Another word for genius relates to the Arabic/Semitic word
Jinn. Genius also relates to the Latin “daemon”. Daemon is
Latin for Daimon.
• This positions the astrological 4th house, specifically, as the
anchor place for how we also have a sense of who we are
based on where we’re from, in mundane, cultural and even
spiritual senses.
• Perhaps this is also why the 4th house (the nadir) is also
described as “the end of the matter” – ashes to ashes, dust
to dust.

The Egyptian Neteru
• Similarly, as introduced in Isha Schwaller de
Lubicz’s Her-Bak, volumes 1 and 2, an Egyptian
initiate was introduced to his Neter.
• The Neteru are “Ideas immanent or virtually
contained in nature which give substance form
throughout the phases of continuous creation
and all genesis.” –p. 61, vol. 2

Greek Daimon
• Daimon has a similar root to the Greek, theoi (or
gods). They are intermediary beings between the
gods and humanity. More like the character of
Mercury, hence Mercury has been even seen as a
Jupiter’s Daimon.
• The word is derived from Proto-Indo-European
*daimon "provider, divider (of fortunes or
destinies)", from the root *da- "to divide".
• Our calling or Inner voice

Introducing the Agathos Daimon & Agathe Tyche
But author & astrologer Dorian
Gieseler Greenbaum believes
the origins of your allotted
portion has an earlier
antecedent with the absorption
of the Egyptian gods Shai and
Renenet into Greek thought in
ancient Alexandria.
Shai becomes the Agathos
Daimon (or the Good Spirit) and
Renenet (as the Good Fortune)

Shai was a snake adorned god
of fate while Renenet was a
goddess of nourishment,
bestowing wealth, life and
protection. But the snake
influence first comes from
Renenet, a harvest goddess.
The word Shai derives from
Mdw Ntr for “order,” “decree,”
or “determine.”
The Greek word heimarmene,
that which has
been apportioned, can be seen
as a similar
statement of fate.

Parallels to Fortune & Daimon in Astrological Thought
The connection
between
Agathos Daimon and
Agathos Tyche persists
even in the use of the
11th & 5th Houses as
representative of those
places.

Vettius Valens even
describes the 11th
House
from the Lot of Fortune
as “acquisitive place, a
bestower of belongings
and goods, and
especially when
benefics are upon it or
are testifying
[aspecting].”
Also worth noting is
how
the good places,
Fortune
and Spirit, are
succedent,
representing
more the future.

Courtesy Chris Brennan

Parallels to Fortune & Daimon in Astrological Thought
The notion of the Bad Spirit and Bad
Fortune may relate more to ancient ideas
that we will explore shortly.
Valens, referencing the Lots, said the Lot of
Fortune (and its lord) can indicate parts of
the body susceptible to injury, and the Lot
of Spirit (and its lord) for indications of
ailments.
This would suggest that ailments might be more spiritual or beyond the control of the
person. An injury is likely something that befalls you while operating in the world.

The “Bad” places are cadent, representing
the past.
Courtesy Chris Brennan

Babylonian Daemons
Perhaps we have the oldest order of
spirits and even demons here.
One kind of spirit was called the Shedim.
The etymology of the word is said to
come from the root meaning to be violent.
They were frequently portrayed as
winged bulls that guarded the entrances
to temples.

But they could be benevolent or
malevolent.

Lamassu
• As described by Wikipedia: Lamassu represent the
zodiacs, parent-stars, or constellations.[6][7] They are
depicted as protective deities because they encompass
all life within them. In the Sumerian Epic of Gilgamesh,
they are depicted as physical deities as well, which is
where the lammasu iconography originates, these
deities could be microcosms of their microcosmic
zodiac, parent-star, or constellation.
• The Babylonian protector genie, the Lamassu, is likely
the prototype for the four traditional animals sacred in
the Bible: The bull, Eagle, Human, and Lion.

Lamassu & Sacred Animals

The Zoroastrians of Persia
Maintained a long history of a
binary opposition between
good and evil. Ahura Mazda
was known mostly as the
Supreme Being, though he's
later set with an evil
counterpart, Ahriman.

The material realm is creation
of the Beneficent Spirit; the Evil
Spirit can only attack,
contaminate, and corrupt. It has
no generative powers.

Anything created, had a double
or spirit form, a fravashi. Also,
thought of as a spirit patron.
A goal of life was re-unite with
your fravashi both in life and
death. This could be done by
righteous acts and rituals.

The Indian Vidya and Vedas
• From Hart de Fouw and Robert Svoboda’s
Light on Life: An Introduction to the Astrology
of India:
“Each Vedanga (limb of the Vedas—sacred
knowledge) is a living being who can be obtained
only through a guru…Every vidya is a goddess who
must be worshipped in order that you and she may
develop a personal relationship so profound that
she can possess you.”

Arabic/Islamic Djinn & Genies
• Djinn or Jinn constitute a whole different class of beings
made of smokeless fire. They are neither human nor
angelic. More in-between. The most famous is Iblis, also
known as Satan.
• The Djinn are said to inhabit the sky, close to the stars
and attempt to interpret messages from the angels from
Allah.
• There are good and bad djinn, though most are believed
to be bad.
• Every person has a djinn assigned to him or her who can
impersonate him or her upon death.
• A genie is said to need a master and can be tricky with his
“wishes.”

Jacob becomes Israel
• The night before Jacob is to
meet his twin brother who
he has robbed and
wronged, he wrestles with a
man. The man asks to be
released before daybreak,
but Jacob will not relent.
He’s renamed Israel, as a
prince who has power with
God and with men and has
prevailed.
• Though Israel’s thigh was
crippled.

The Christian Guardian Angel
• Most of us know the idea of a Daemon or guide
through the Judeo-Christian idea of a guardian
angel, as in the Books of Acts 12:12-15.
• They were viewed as the lowest ranking order of
angels.
• Hebrews 1:14 says: "Are they not all ministering
spirits, sent to minister for them, who shall
receive the inheritance of salvation?" Like other
Greek and Roman cosmologies, the angel was
there to guide a person toward salvation or
redemption of the soul.

The Modern Daemon
• Psychologist and Jungian James Hillman brought
more awareness about the daemon in his 1996
book The Soul’s Code.
• Hillman conceived the daimon as a psychological
complex or force existing in everyone, whose
function is to help us find our personal calling and
provide us with the motivation to follow it.
• Your daimon is paradigmatic and has a pattern
according to Hillman

The Modern Daemon
• Author Anthony Peake’s The Daemon: A Guide to Your
Extraordinary Secret Self attempts to describe the
Daemon as both neurological and a cosmic
phenomena. Our experience of it is when we can reach
the point of observer in our consciousness, akin to
what mystics spell out for us to do. He believes your
daimon has lived the whole of your life with you and as
you live it again and again with what you gain from
remembering the entire experience.
• Perhaps the most popular vision of the Daemon in
modern pop culture, besides an email mailer, is Phillip
Pullman’s The Golden Compass.

Pin the tale on the Daemon:
Using the Stars to find your Daemon
• It’s believed by many Neoplatonists like Porphyry,
Plotinus and a host of other astrologers even into the
middle ages that there are various techniques you
can use to figure out someone’s Daemon.
• There are at least 6-10 such techniques and all of
them can give you different results.
• Most of these methods focus on finding the alMateen (or almuten) or the strongest planet by
essential and accidental dignities for various points,
like 11th house, or ascendant, Sun, Moon, Part of
Fortune, and your pre-natal lunation.

Many see this as a statement about your guardian angel. Also known as the
Part of the Daemon. It speaks of what we revere, cherish and hold in high
spiritual regard.
From Rob Hand (again): “The Lot of Spirit has to do with the nature of the
will, what you intend (as opposed to what merely happens to you), and also
has much to do with career, but apparently more your career as a
statement that you make about what you are in the world.”
It also has to do with illness, like the Lot of Fortune, but with the Lot of
Spirit we are talking about the spiritual bases of illness as opposed to the
physical bases.”
Day: Spirit = Ascendant + Sun - Moon
Night: Spirit = Ascendant + Moon - Sun
Not used as a “second” ascendant, but critical in a time lord technique
called Zodiacal Releasing

Pin the tale on the Daemon:
Using the Stars to find your Daemon--2
• For one Neoplatonist, Iamblichus, he didn’t have
confidence that astrology was indeed a reliable way to
learn your daemon.
• He didn’t believe any one part or set of parts could reveal
your Daemon.
• He was interested in more ritualistic means of connecting
with your Daemon. He preferred the more theurgic
approach.
• But perhaps there is a way that we can use our charts and
lessons from their geometry beyond just technical
calculations to contemplate and connect with our Daemon.
• Perhaps we can contemplate both the less technical ways
to connect to one’s daemon AND try one of the calculated
methods.

“If we must reveal to you the truth concerning one’s personal
Daimon we must say that he is not distributed to us from one part
of the heavens nor from any of the visible planets but from the
entire cosmos – its multi-faceted life and its multi-form body—
through which the soul descends into generation. And a certain
individual allotment is imparted to us, allotted to each of our
aspects, according to an individual jurisdiction. This Daimon,
therefore, is established in the paradigm even before souls
descend into generation. And when the soul selects him as its
leader the Daimon immediately attends to his task of fulfilling the
lives of the soul to the body when it descends.”
--Iamblichus, De Mysteriis

• The Greeks saw Daimons as instrumental for
guidance for the soul’s return into a body after
processing lessons learned from another life. This
is clearly recounted in Plato’s Myth of Er but seen
in the works of Porphyry and Iamblichus.
• The Soul moves through various realms or
celestial spheres to become a sublunar being.

From “Testaments” by James Weigel, Jr. in Toward Solomon’s Mountain: The Experience
of Disability in Poetry, edited by Joseph L. Baird and Deborah S. Workman

• A way to honor:
– The beautiful geometry and symmetry of
astrology’s classical origins.
– The modern interest and advances in the
human mind and neurochemistry via
psychology and evolutionary psychology.
– The New Age and Neo-classical imperative to
mine the ancient traditions for ways to unveil
the mysteries and workings of the Cosmos.
• A different way to integrate more of these
traditions at our possible best and worst.

• This means that the Soul’s Life becomes a way TO
ENCOUNTER our Daemon and ourselves by
contemplating on the strength of planets at particular
places of our charts.
• Or the peculiar geometric nature of the whole
astrological chart.
• We do this in parts simply because it is more difficult to
do this as a whole or as ONE thing. (The idea of Oneness
was a huge principle for Neoplatonists, though they also
espoused a hierarchy of beings from The One all the way
down through Ideas and Archetypes, the Gods, the
Daimons, and lower forms, like human beings.)
• Meeting your Daemon is less about any set method as a
certain way of thinking.

Contemplating the Daemon at the level of
Houses

The 11th House of the Good Daemon
• As a succedent house, due to succeed to the
10th house, it’s on the come up.
• It also highlights some aspiration or even
secret wish that seems beyond our control.
• It also is said to be the place where Jupiter has
his joy.
• Reflexively, the 5th house is the house of Good
Fortune, where experience pleasure and
bounty under our control or direction.

The 12th House of the Evil Daemon
• The 12th house is a cadent house, falling away from the
potency of the 1st.
• Saturn has his joy here, the great malefic.
• It may be that when we’re in the region of the unfamiliar,
square to the places of the Sun and Moon, this becomes the
place where we are most at odds with ourselves, against our
own best interest and purpose, overcome by the ascendancy
of the unfamiliar and mysterious.
• It’s the experience of feeling haunted by our own perceptions
and experiences of the past.
• But the Soul’s life and work can show us how to transform our
experience of the Evil Daemon into a good one.
• “What the mind doesn’t understand, it worships or fears.” –
Alice Walker

Contemplating the Daemon at the level of Lots

Meanings for
The Lot of Spirit
Called Part of the Sun or Pars Futurorum (Part of Things to Come)
“Then after this [the Lot of Fortune], [we look at] the Lot of the Good
Daemon, since we can get to know the character of the soul, intentional
mind and purpose from this [lot], just as [we learn] the body and things
concerning the body from Fortune. Especially concerning these things,
the greatest power of divination abides with knowing the character of
the soul and instruction about the body; that is to say, how a soul having
come from above, is here a citizen in the cosmos, and how she will
encounter the body and things concerning the body and, speaking
generally, all the things which are not up to us.” --Olympiodorus
“[A]nd also has much to do with career, but apparently more your career
as a statement that you make about what you are in the world.” --Rob
Hand
Robert Zoller also lists secrets, hidden things and everything which is
absent.

Inner Meaning for The Lot of Spirit
“The condition of the part of the Sun
accurately indicates the native's
concept of God...[it] indicates that to
which the native aspires: his or her
god.”
Robert Zoller, The Arabic Parts in Astrology: A Lost Key To Prediction

The Part of Fortune would be a
descending influence of Divinity into
matter while the Part of Spirit reaches
up or beyond.

Light's Shadow:
[T]he lots affirm the divinatory origins of astrology.They come from the world of
divination, of oracles, of the random toss of the bones that portrays, to those
able to see the symbolism, the will of the gods....They are points which cannot
be seen, but only created in the mind. Because they are imaginal, not physical,
they fall easily into noumenal and symbolic space where the astrologer, in his
interpretation, is able, like the daimon, to mediate between the worlds of gods
and humans.“
Dorian Gieseler Greenbaum, The Daimon In Hellenistic
Astrology: Origins and
Influences

Calculating the Daemon at the level of Lots

Ways of Calculating Lots of Fortune & Spirit

Part of Fortune --Day & Night

Part of Spirit -- Day & Night

Day: ASCENDANT + MOON – SUN

Day: ASCENDANT + SUN - MOON

Night: ASCENDANT + SUN - MOON

Night: ASCENDANT + MOON - SUN

Each sign's degrees

Is it important whether it's night or day?

1. Aries - 0°

5. Leo - 120°

9. Sagittarius - 240°

• YES! though some modern authors disagree.

2. Taurus - 30°

6. Virgo - 150°

10. Capricorn - 270°

3. Gemini - 60°

7. Libra - 180°

11. Aquarius - 300°

• Only one classical author ascribes one formula to the
Part of Fortune: Ptolemy

4. Cancer - 90°

8. Scorpio - 210°

12. Pisces - 330°

• Works with the notion of Sect: Sun as Day ruler, Moon as
Night ruler.
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Let’s figure out your own Lots of Spirit and Fortune now

End Part 1 – one hour break

Calculating the Daemon at the level of the Chart

Meet the Almuten Figuris
• The Almuten or Al-Mateen means the
Omnipotent or the Strongest
• It is the planet that has the most essential
dignities over a point or cusp.
• Use the table of essential dignities to find the
sign and degree of sign for point or planet in
question.

Meet the Almuten Figuris
• The Almuten of the Figure is an almuten or strongest planet with
the most essential and accidental dignity, depending on whose
directions you use, for a compound set of several points with
their essential dignities at particular degrees, namely the Sun,
Moon, Ascendant, Lot of Fortune, and Syzygy Ante-Navitatem
(SAN) or the Pre-Natal Lunation.

• Other factors are added like Lord of the Day and Hour, House
position (Accidental Dignity) and position of the superior planets
in relation to the Sun.
• Astrologers like Henry Cornelius Agrippa, Porphyry and Ibn Ezra
believed that you can see the pilot of the soul or Genius by
determining this almuten.
• The challenge is that there are various methods for determining
this. I’ll provide the near simplest, nixing the Superior angles.

Using The Essential Table of Dignities

Using The Other Essential Table of
Dignities

Wait! What is a Syzygy AnteNavitatem?!
• It is the New (Conjunctional) or Full
(Preventional) Moon just before you were
born, depending on which lunation happened.
• Any software or ephemeris can provide this
information. You do need it to the exact
degree of the lunation. Only need one of
those two parts of the lunation cycle.

Wait! What about Lord of the Day and
Hour?
• Lord of the Day based on which day you were
born starting at dawn:
– Monday: Moon
– Tuesday: Mars
– Wednesday: Mercury

Thursday: Jupiter
Friday: Venus

• Any software or ephemeris can provide this
information. You do need it to the exact
degree of the lunation. Only need one of
those two parts of the lunation cycle.

Here’s how to do it:
      
Sun
Moon
ASC
LOF
SAN
Day Lord (7)
Hour Lord (6)
Accidental Dignity
Total

Accidental Dignities Scores

1st

10th

7th

4th

11th

5th

2nd

9th

8th

3rd

12th

6th

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1
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What does your Almuten Figuris say
about you and perhaps your daemon?
• Zoller citing Picatrix says,
"If the Almuten figuris is the Sun, the native will want to lead,
express his creative power and be recognized. If the Moon, s/he
will want to care for, be cared for, eat and make love, dream, etc. If
it is Mercury, s/he will be diligent in the sciences, business and
communications. If it is Venus s/he will be a lover of beauty, of
music, of men and women etc. If it is Mars, s/he will fight in order
to dominate. If it is Jupiter, s/he will philosophize and teach. If it
is Saturn he will retire from society, investigate hidden things and
suffer adversity."
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Let’s figure out your own Almuten Figuris

Almuten Figuris vs. Lord/Lady of the
Geniture
• Though the Almuten Figuris, according to Agrippa and Ibn
Ezra, use accidental dignities, the Lord/Lady of Geniture
relies more on the essential and accidental dignities.
• For the LoG: Does a potential planetary candidate make
favorable aspects to five hylegical places? Is it angular?
Does it conjunct the pre-birth eclipse or planets, hopefully
beneficial and well placed, in the pre-natal eclipse chart?
• The LoG is much more of a subjective call on the
astrologer’s part.
• William Lilly’s Christian Astrology, vol 3 is a good source for
how to do determine the LoG.

There’s always software…
• Most astrology software that can perform
classical or traditional calculations can do
some version of the Almuten Figuris or
Lord/Lady of the Geniture.
–
–
–
–

Solar Fire
Janus
Delphic Oracle
Sirius

Communicating with your Daemon
• And the goal of your Daemon is to bring you in
communion with the god they serve.
• Ritualized acts, perhaps done on the day or
during the hour of your Almuten Figuris may lead
to clarity about the nature and persona of your
daemon.
• In prayer or with hymns, the goal isn’t necessarily
supplication to get things, but communion with
what’s “higher” and Good. This is to engender
LOVE. We often think about this on a base level
as the doctrine of sympathy.

Calculating the Daemon at the level of a planet: Uranus

URANUS,
Fire Bringer
Takes 83-4 years to complete its year
through the Zodiac.
Surprises, disruptions and eruptions
Cutting edge of culture AND
individuality, that divine spark or
“genius”
More like the mythical Prometheus

Ways to incorporate Uranus as a
Daemonic presence in your chart/life
• Observe the aspects it makes to inner planets,
especially the Sun & Moon
• Observe the house it’s in and what aspects it
makes to the lord of the ascendant, your
Almuten Figuris, or your Lord of Fortune.
• Take notice of transiting Uranus and the
aspects it makes to your natal inner planets.
• Observe transiting Uranus’ cycles to itself.

Uranus activation by generation
• Every “Uranus” generation receives an activation by
quincunx around 34-35 years old.
• Uranus in Sagittarius generation activated by the Uranus
in Taurus.
• Uranus in Scorpio generation activated by the Uranus in
Aries.
• Uranus in Libra by Uranus in Pisces.
• Uranus in Virgo by Uranus in Aquarius
• Uranus in Leo by Uranus in Capricorn

Uranus opposite Uranus
41-43 years old
• Genuine pursuit to come back to your original spark,
of who you are and what makes you feel alive.
• Men and women often handle this differently.
• Key difference is to mistake the past for your present
rather than to integrate a vision (or sense of
yourself) with your present conditions.
• Often there’s a fixation and an idealization, like men
wanting what they didn’t have as boys in high
school.
• Must break with the traditions of your life in some
way.

The Mythical Quest to Act Your Age

The Uranus Return
at 83-84 years old
• The spontaneous eruption of an individualized
moment called the Self completes a full turn
of its weaving into the cultural fabric to which
it belongs.
• A chance to evaluate the completion of one’s
work and relative vitality.

The first of the great Neoplatonists, Plotinus (AD 204-70), maintained that the
individual daimon was "not an anthropomorphic daemon, but an inner psychological
principle,“…Plotinus does not, we notice—like the early Jung—speak of daimons as
primarily "inner" and as seen outwardly only in "projection." He seems to agree with
the later Jung—that there is a psyche "outside the body." However, his use of the
word "transcendent" also suggests that the real distinction to be made is not
between inner and outer, but between personal and impersonal. There is a sense, he
seems to be saying, in which daimons can be both at once.

Personal daimons are not fixed but can develop or unfold according to our own
spiritual development. Jung might say: in the course of individuation, we move
beyond the personal unconscious to the impersonal, collective unconscious, through
the daimonic to the divine.
According to Iamblichus, we are assigned a daimon at birth to govern and direct our
lives, but our task is to obtain a god in its place. – Patrick Harpur, Daimonic Reality: A
Field Guide to the Otherworld

• Or we can position our Daemon as existing between the realm of the
familiar (or intimate) and unfamiliar (strange) and more vast in our soulful
living.
• The very nature of an astrological chart, whether we consider five
hylegical places, other Lords and Masters of the chart, or your own
personal experience of listing your own heads and daemons of your chart,
helps contemplate meeting our daemon(s).
• The key might be not to think of your daemon as ONE thing in an
astrological chart, but as surfacing from various encounters with the entire
chart, a ritualized moment itself, through various methods.
• Our goal, though, in encountering our daemon isn’t just to meet the
daemon. But to run past our daemon toward divinity.
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Calling by James Hillman
• The Daemon: A Guide to Your Extraordinary
Secret Self by Anthony Peake
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• Holy Daimon by Frater Acher

Thank you!

@UnlockAstro on Twitter
@sfreynolds on IG

